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DIEMEL High altitude protective helmet white uni

Product description
The lightweight DIMEL safety helmet with a sporty look provides the user with maximum comfort thanks to the 
ventilation holes and the adjustable 3D harness. The robust shell of the safety helmet retains its shape even under 
lateral pressure and it meets the safety requirements of construction or industry. The helmet has a short peak and 
a four-point harness for an optimal fit. The size of the harness is adjustable with a knob. The helmet shell is made  
of ABS and ensures durability. In addition, the helmet is equipped with adapters for fixing elements such as 
a bascinet, glasses, earmuffs or a headlamp. It makes it possible to adapt the product to the needs of each user.

Characteristics
 . outer shell material: ABS;
 . inner material: webbing straps;
 . accessories: sweatband, 6-point harness, 4-point chin strap;
 . meets the standards: EN 397:2012 + A1:2012;
 . protection against mechanical risks: vertical shock absorption, chin strap opening with a force of 150 to 250 N, 

puncture resistance (sharp objects);
 . protection against thermal hazards: cold resistance to -30°C, flame resistance;
 . protection against chemical hazards: molten metal (MM);
 . peak length: short;
 . vents: with vents on the upper part of the helmet;
 . product weight: 310 g.
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Technical data

HT5K197 5902801435515 universal size 1 12


